We present several Ando-Hiai type inequalities for n-variable operator means for positive invertible operators. Ando-Hiai's inequalities given here are not only of the original type but also of the complementary type and of the reverse type involving the generalized Kantorovich constant.
Introduction
The most studied (2-variable) operator mean is probably the (weighted) geometric mean
where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 for positive invertible operators A and B. The geometric mean # = # 1/2 was first introduced by Pusz and Woronowicz [24] , which was further developed into a general theory of operator means by Kubo and Ando [16] . Ando-Hiai's inequality [1] is an operator inequality receiving much attention related to the geometric mean, which says that for 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, where · ∞ is the operator norm. From this with use of the antisymmetric tensor power technique, the so-called log-majorization for the geometric mean was obtained in [1] . Among others, a generalization of Ando-Hiai's inequality in [27] is worth noting, where the class of operator means satisfying Ando-Hiai's inequality was characterized by the power monotone increasing condition.
It was a long-standing open problem to extend the geometric mean to the case of more than two variables of matrices or operators. The problem was finally settled by an iteration method in [2] and by a Riemannian geometry method in [22, 3] . Since then, the latter approach has extensively been advanced by many authors, e.g., [17, 20, 19, 23] . Nowadays, the multivariate geometric mean in the Riemannian geometric approach is often called the Karcher mean since it is determined as a solution of the so-called Karcher equation. Another important multivariate operator mean under recent active consideration is the power mean developed in [20, 19] .
The extension of Ando-Hiai's inequality to the Karcher mean was made by Yamazaki [29] , and its modification for the power mean was also shown in [21] . In the present paper we aim to present different Ando-Hiai type inequalities in the spirit of [27] for as much as general n-variable operator means. To do so, we first develop, in Section 2, a theory of deformation for n-variable operator means, where we introduce the deformed mean M σ of an n-variable mean M by a 2-variable operator mean σ based on a fixed point method. This is considered in some sense as an extended version of the generalized operator means by Pálfia [23] . In Section 3, we then consider Ando-Hiai's inequality for n-variable means M in such forms as We prove a hereditary result that if M satisfies (1.2) or (1.3) and σ is power monotone increasing, then the deformed mean M σ satisfies the same. This derives Ando-Hiai's inequality for the power mean when M is the weighted arithmetic mean and σ = # α . Moreover, we show that the above condition for σ is indeed necessary for M σ to satisfy Ando-Hiai's inequality when M is, in particular, the Karcher mean.
Next, in Section 4, we prove certain modifications of (1.2) and (1.3) (see (4.1) and (4.2) for the precise forms) when M is the deformed mean M σ of an arbitrary n-variable mean M by an arbitrary σ (except the left trivial mean). When M is specialized to a 2-variable mean and σ = # α , our inequalities here include the generalized version in [27] and the complementary version in [25] . Furthermore, in Section 5, we obtain the reverse versions, involving the generalized Kantorovich constant, of (1.2) (though restricted to the power mean) and of the modification of (1.3). We expect that the complementary and reverse versions of Ando-Hiai's inequalities give a new perspective in the topic. Finally, in Section 6, the optimality of the power r ≥ 1 or 0 < r ≤ 1 in (1.2) and (1.3) is examined, thus extending an optimality result in [28] .
Here it should be noted that in a recent paper [30] Yamazaki obtained two AndoHiai's inequalities for n-variable generalized operator means in the sense of [23] , which are in the weaker formulation of the form M(A 1 , . . . , A n ) ≤ I =⇒ M(A r 1 , . . . , A r n ) ≤ I. One inequality in [30] will be incorporated in Theorem 3.6 and another is similar to Theorem 4.1.
Multivariate means
Throughout the paper, H is a general Hilbert space assumed to be infinite-dimensional unless otherwise stated, B(H) is the algebra of all bounded linear operators on H,
B(H)
+ the set of positive operators in B(H), and P = P(H) the set of positive invertible operators in B(H). For X ∈ P, X ∞ is the operator norm of X and λ min (X) is the minimum of the spectrum of X, that is, λ min (X) = X −1 −1 ∞ . Moreover, I denotes the identity operator, and SOT means the strong operator topology on B(H). The Thompson metric d T on P is defined by
where M(A/B) := inf{α > 0 : A ≤ αB}. It is known [26] that (P, d T ) is a complete metric space and both topologies on P induced by d T and · ∞ coincide.
The notion of 2-variable operator means was introduced by Kubo-Ando [16] in an axiomatic way as follows: A map σ : B(H) + × B(H) + → B(H) + is called an operator mean if it satisfies the following properties:
(ii) Transformer inequality: C(AσB)C ≤ (CAC)σ(CBC) for every C ∈ B(H) + .
(iii) Downward continuity:
The main theorem of [16] says that there is a one-to-one order-isomorphic and affine correspondence σ ↔ f between the operator means σ and the non-negative operator monotone functions f on (0, ∞) with f (1) = 1 determined by f (x)I = Iσ(xI), x > 0,
which extends to general A, B ∈ B(H) + as AσB = lim εց0 (A + εI)σ(B + εI) in SOT. The above operator monotone function f on (0, ∞) corresponding to σ is denoted by f σ and called the representing function of σ.
As a multivariate extension of operator means we call a map M : P n → P an n-variable operator mean if it satisfies the following properties:
(II) Congruence invariance: For every A 1 , . . . , A n ∈ P and any invertible S ∈ B(H),
A special case of this is homogeneity:
(IV) Normalized condition: M(I, . . . , I) = I.
Resemblances of (I)-(IV) for multivariate means to (i)-(iv) for operator means are apparent, but there are also slight differences between those. For one thing, multivariate means are maps restricted on P n while operator means are on B(H) + × B(H) + . For another, (II) is formally stronger than (ii) but we note [16] that congruence invariance S * (AσB)S = (S * AS)σ(S * BS) for invertible S ∈ B(H) is automatic for operator means σ. Moreover, we assume continuity both downward and upward in (III) while only downward is assumed in (iii). Continuity from both directions seems natural when we take care of transformation under A ∈ P → A −1 ∈ P for means on P n . Here it is worth noting that any operator mean is also upward continuous when restricted to P × P.
Let M be an n-variable operator mean and σ be a 2-variable operator mean as stated above, and assume that σ = l, where l is the left trivial mean AlB = A. For given A 1 , . . . , A n ∈ P we consider the fixed point type equation
which is, due to (II), equivalent to
that is,
where f σ is the representing function of σ.
We show the next theorem concerning the solution to equation (2.1) or (2.2), which gives a theoretical basis for our discussions below. In fact, part (3) of the theorem will repeatedly be used in Sections 3-5.
Theorem 2.1. (1) For every A 1 , . . . , A n ∈ P there exists a unique X 0 ∈ P which satisfies (2.1).
(2) Write M σ (A 1 , . . . , A n ) for the unique solution X 0 to (2.1) given in (1) . Then M σ : P n → P is an n-variable mean satisfying (I)-(IV) again.
We call M σ given in (2) above the deformed mean from M by σ. To prove the theorem, we first give two lemmas.
Lemma 2.2. For every
Proof. The proof is standard from (I) and (II) while we give it for completeness. Let α be the maximum in the right-hand side. Since
and similarly M(B 1 , . . . , B n ) ≤ e α M(A 1 , . . . , A n ). Hence the asserted inequality follows.
Proof. First, we see that if X, A, B ∈ P and A < B, then XσA < XσB. Here we write A < B to mean that B − A ∈ P. By assumption σ = l, i.e., f σ ≡ 1, f σ is strictly increasing on (0, ∞). Since A < B and hence
one has
which implies that XσA < XσB.
Since e −α A < A < e α A, the above shown fact gives
Therefore, e −β (XσA) ≤ Y σA ≤ e β (XσA) for some β ∈ (0, α), which implies that
Proof of Theorem 2.1. (1) Choose a δ ∈ (0, 1) such that A 1 , . . . , A n ∈ Σ δ , where Σ δ := {X ∈ P : δI ≤ X ≤ δ −1 I}. Define the map F : P → P by
It is immediate to see from (I), (II) and (IV) that F maps Σ δ into itself and F is monotone, i.e., if X, Y ∈ P and X ≤ Y then
Hence X 0 is a solution to (2.1). To show the uniqueness of the solution, assume that X 0 , X 1 ∈ P satisfies (2.1) and X 0 = X 1 . By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3,
(3) We prove this before (2) . Let
As in the proof of (1), F (Y 0 ) = Y 0 due to (III) and hence Y ≤ Y 0 = X 0 . The proof of the other assertion is similar.
(2) Assume that A j ≤ B j for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, and let
by (3) proved above. Hence M σ satisfies (I). For any A 1 , . . . , A n ∈ P let X 0 := M σ (A 1 , . . . , A n ). Then for any invertible S ∈ B(H) one has
showing that S Let M be an n-variable operator mean satisfying (I)-(IV). It is obvious that M r = M, where r is the right trivial mean ArB = B. The adjoint M * of M is defined by
Then it is easy to verify that M * is again a mean satisfying (I)-(IV) and (M σ ) * = (M * ) σ * holds for any operator mean σ = l, where σ * is the adjoint of σ, i.e., Aσ
Example 2.4. Typical examples of multivariate means satisfying (I)-(IV) are in order.
Let ω = (w 1 , . . . , w n ) be a probability vector, i.e., w j ≥ 0 and
(a) The weighted arithmetic mean A ω and the weighted harmonic mean
for A j ∈ P. It is obvious that A ω and H ω satisfy (I)-(IV). [20, 18, 19] , is defined as the unique solution to the equation
that is, for 0 < α ≤ 1,
By Theorem 2.1 (2) and the above (a) we see that P ω,α satisfies properties (I)-(IV), while those except (III) are included in [19, 23] .
(c) The Karcher mean (the multivariate geometric mean) G ω (A 1 , . . . , A n ) is defined as the unique solution to the Karcher equation
(see [22, 20, 19] ). It is known [19] that
and moreover, as α ց 0,
From these we easily see that G ω satisfies (III). The other properties of G ω are well-known [19, 23] .
Remark 2.5. In [23] Pálfia introduced a generalized notion of operator means of probability measures on P determined by the generalized Karcher equation. Restricted to the n-variable situation, the equation is given as
where ω is a probability vector and g is an operator monotone function on (0, ∞) with g(1) = 0 and g
; then g σ is operator monotone on (0, ∞) satisfying g σ (1) = 0 and g ′ σ (1) = 1, and equation (2.2) for M = A ω is equivalent to (2.5) with g = g σ . Hence, in the special case M = A ω , a deformed mean (A w ) σ is a generalized operator mean determined by (2.5). However, the converse is not true; indeed, the 2-variable geometric mean # α for α ∈ (0, 1) with α = 1/2 cannot appear as a deformed mean of the arithmetic mean (see Example 2.8 (1) below). The unique existence of the solution of (2.5) in [23] is based on the Banach contraction principle with respect to d T , while our proof of Theorem 2.1 is based on the monotone continuity of M and the fact given in Lemma 2.2. Remark 2.6. A result similar to Theorem 2.1 (3) for the Karcher mean G ω was given in [29, Theorem 1] , which says that if
. . , A n ) ≤ X (the same holds with ≥ in place of ≤). This was useful in the proof of Ando-Hiai's inequality in [29] . Moreover, the same result was shown in [30, Theorem 3] for generalized operator means in Remark 2.5 to extend Ando-Hiai's inequality to them. Note also that Theorem 2.1 (3) for the power mean (see Example 2.4 (b)) was shown in [6, Theorem 4.4] .
Let τ and σ be operator means with σ = l. Then one can specialize the above construction of M σ to M = τ to have the deformed mean τ σ : P × P → P, that is, for every A, B ∈ P, Aτ σ B is a unique solution X ∈ P to the equation
One can extend this to τ σ : B(H) + × B(H) + → B(H) + in the usual way as
Then the next theorem was proved in [11] .
Theorem 2.7. The deformed mean τ σ is again an operator mean (in the sense of Kubo-Ando) . Furthermore, the representing function f τσ of τ σ is determined in such a way that x = f τσ (t) for t > 0 is a unique solution to
It is obvious that τ r = τ , l σ = l and r σ = r for all τ and σ = l. It is known [11] 
and for any σ = l the map τ → τ σ is injective on the operator means. The following examples may be instructive to understand deformed means for 2-variable operator means.
Example 2.8. Let 0 < w < 1, and consider deformed means τ σ in the case where τ is the weighted arithmetic or the geometric means.
(1) Let τ = ▽ w , the weighted arithmetic mean with the representing function 1 − w + wx; then equation (2.6) becomes
When σ = # α with the representing function x α for 0 < α ≤ 1, the solution to (2.7) is x = (1 − w + wt α ) 1/α , so we confirm that (▽ w ) #α is the 2-variable case of the power mean P w,α in Example 2.4 (b). When σ = ! α , the weighted harmonic mean with the representing function (1 − α + αx −1 ) −1 for 0 < α ≤ 1, one can solve (2.7) to find that the representing function of (▽ w ) !α is
for t > 0. In particular, note that ▽ ! = #, where ▽ = ▽ 1/2 and ! = ▽ * . Here we show that for any w ∈ (0, 1), w = 1/2, the deformed means from ▽ w do not contain the geometric mean. Since f ′ (▽w)σ (1) = f ′ ▽w (1) = w, only # w has a chance to become a deformed mean from ▽ w . Assume on the contrary that # w = (▽ w ) σ for some σ = l. Then, since x = t w is a solution to (2.7), we have
Letting t ց 0 and t ր ∞ gives
Thanks to w = 1/2, it must follow that f σ (0) = f σ (∞) = 1, so σ = l, a contradiction.
(2) Let τ = # w ; then (2.6) becomes
from which we find that the representing function of (# w ) σ is the inverse function of g w,σ (x) := xf
For instance, when σ = ▽ α for 0 < α ≤ 1, one can easily see that the representing function of (# w ) ▽α is the inverse function of
,
In particular, when σ = #, we have the explicit form of the representing function of # ▽α as
Ando-Hiai type inequalities
Assume that M : P n → P is an n-variable operator mean satisfying (I)-(IV) introduced in Section 2. For A 1 , . . . , A n ∈ P we consider inequalities of Ando-Hiai type for M as follows:
and
Inequalities (3.1) and (3.2) are the direct generalization of the original Ando-Hiai inequality in (1.1). Their weaker and conventional formulations are
On the other hand, inequalities (3.3) and (3.4) are complementary to (3.1) and (3.2), whose original version for the 2-variable # α was given in [25] . We may write the weaker formulation of (3.3) as
and similarly for (3.4), while they are not so attractive as (3.5) and (3.6). It is immediate to see that
Following [27] we say that an operator mean σ (in the sense of Kubo-Ando) is power monotone increasing (p.m.i. for short) if f σ (x r ) ≥ f σ (x) r for all x > 0 and r ≥ 1. It is clear that the adjoint σ * is p.m.i. if and only if f σ satisfies the reversed inequality. Ando-Hiai's inequality was extended in [27] in such a way that σ is p.m.i. if and only if AσB ≥ I =⇒ A r σB r ≥ I holds for all r ≥ 1 and A, B ∈ P.
Our main result of this section is the following:
Proof. Assume that M satisfies (3.1). First, assume that 1 ≤ r ≤ 2, and for any A 1 , . . . , A n ∈ P let X := M σ (A 1 , . . . , A n ) and λ := λ min (X). By (2.2) we have
To prove (3.1) for M σ , by Theorem 2.1 (3) it suffices to prove that
or equivalently,
1/2 ≤ I and x r is operator convex, it follows from Hansen-Pedersen's inequality [10] that
Therefore,
where the latter inequality follows from p.m.i. of σ. From the monotonicity property of M and the assumption that M satisfies (3.1) one has
min (I)I = I thanks to (3.7). Hence (3.8) follows.
To prove (3.
The other assertion for (3.3) can be proved in a way similar to the above proof for (3.1), by reversing all the inequality signs and using Hansen's inequality [9] for the operator monotone function x r when 0 < r ≤ 1. An additional argument in the last of the above proof is unnecessary. The details may be omitted.
Recently in [30] , Yamazaki proved two Ando-Hiai type inequalities for n-variable generalized operator means in the sense of [23] . For a probability vector ω and an operator monotone function g on (0, ∞) with g(1) = 0 and g ′ (1) = 1, let Λ ω,g be the n-variable operator mean satisfying the equation given in (2.5). It was proved in [30, Theorem 7] that the following conditions are equivalent:
. . , A r n ) ≥ I, r ≥ 1, for all probability vectors ω = (w 1 , . . . , w n ) and A 1 , . . . , A n ∈ P;
Although [30, Theorem 7] gives Ando-Hiai's inequalities, in particular, for the power means P ω,α as well as the Karcher mean G ω , we independently state corollaries for those means in the following, because our inequalities are in the stronger form of (3.1) and (3.2) and include the complementary version of (3.3) and (3.4) as well. We first give a simple lemma, whose proof is given for completeness. By an induction argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 one can extend the above inequality to general r ≥ 1. Moreover, when 0 < r ≤ 1, since x r is operator concave and X ≥ λ 1−r min (X)X r for X ∈ P, one has
Hence (3.1) and (3.3) hold for M = A ω . The latter assertion follows since H ω = A * ω .
In the following corollaries let ω = (w 1 , . . . , w n ) be any probability vector.
Corollary 3.3. Let 0 < α ≤ 1 and A 1 , . . . , A n ∈ P. For any r ≥ 1, 10) and for any r ∈ (0, 1],
(3.12)
Proof. Note that # α is p.m.i., P ω,α = (A ω ) #α and P ω,−α = P * ω,α for 0 < α ≤ 1. Hence the corollary follows from Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.2.
Corollary 3.4. Let A 1 , . . . , A n ∈ P. For any r ≥ 1,
13)
and for any r ∈ (0, 1],
(3.14)
Proof. For every A 1 , . . . , A n ∈ P, from (2.3) and (2.4) one can easily verify that as α ց 0,
Hence the corollary follows by taking the limits of the inequalities in (3.9)-(3.12).
Ando-Hiai's inequality for the Karcher mean in (3.13) was proved in [29] for positive definite matrices, which was further extended in [15, 13] to the Cartan barycenter of probability measures.
Remark 3.5. One might think that the complementary inequality in (3.14) can follow from (3.13) by replacing r with 1/r and A j with A r j in (3.13). But this is not the case, as seen below. Let 0 < r ≤ 1 and replace r with 1/r and A j with A r j in the second inequality of (3.13). Then
∞ from the weaker formulation of (3.13), this argument cannot, due to 1 − 1 r ≤ 0, give the first inequality of (3.14). However, note that the opposite direction works well, that is, (3.13) follows from (3.14) by replacing r with 1/r and A j with A r j . So (3.14) is new and considered as stronger than (3.13).
The next theorem says that an operator mean σ is p.m.i. if (G ω ) σ satisfies AndoHiai's inequality for any probability vector ω, thus showing that the p.m.i. assumption on σ in Theorem 3.1 is essential. Conditions (a) and (b) above are incorporated as (v) and (vi) in the theorem. 
r for all r ≥ 1 and x > 0;
], where σ f p is the operator mean defined by the operator monotone function
(vi) f (x r ) ≥ rf (x) − r + 1 for all r ≥ 1 and x > 0.
Then the following relations hold:
(i) ⇐⇒ (ii) ⇐⇒ (iii) ⇐⇒ (iv) =⇒ (v) ⇐⇒ (vi).
Proof. (i) =⇒ (ii) is seen from Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.4.
(ii) =⇒ (iii) is obvious.
(iii) =⇒ (i). For every w ∈ (0, 1], apply (iii) to A# w B = G ω (A, . . . , A, B) where ω = ((1 − w)/(n − 1), . . . , (1 − w)/(n − 1), w); then we see that for any r ≥ 1,
Hence [27, Lemma 2.1] implies that the representing function f w of (# w ) σ is p.m.i. As mentioned in Example 2.8 (2), note that for any t > 0, x = f w (t) is the solution to (2.8). Since f ′ (1) > 0 due to σ = l, one can write
This is the equation of [30, (3.1)] for g(x)
log f (x), an operator monotone function on (0, ∞) with g(1) = 0 and g ′ (1) = 1. Hence [30, Theorem 7] implies that g(x r ) ≥ rg(x), i.e., f (x r ) ≥ f (x) r for all r ≥ 1 and x > 0. 
5). Hence the equivalence of (v) and (vi) reduces to that of (a) and (b) in [30, Theorem 7]. (iv) =⇒ (i). By (v) ⇐⇒ (vi), condition (iv) implies that
Letting p ց 0 gives log f (x r ) ≥ r log f (x), implying (i). 
For any fixed x > 0 we have
which means that r ∈ (0, ∞) → f (x r ) is a convex function. Therefore, for every r > 1,
showing that f satisfies (vi).
Remark 3.8. Assume that M : P n → P is an n-variable operator mean and satisfies
for some probability vector ω = (w 1 , . . . , w n ). Then for any operator mean σ with 
for every A 1 , . . . , A n ∈ P (as in, e.g., [5, 13] ). Now, assume further that M satisfies (3.1) and σ is a p.m.i. operator mean with σ = l. Since (3.2) holds for M * σ by Theorem 3.1, we see by (3.16) 
In particular, this holds for M * σ = P ω,α for 0 < α ≤ 1 when applied to M = A ω and σ = # α . When A 1 , . . . , A n are positive definite matrices, it also follows from P ω,−α ≤ G ω and the log-majorization [14, (3.20) ] that
w j log A j for any unitarily invariant norm ||| · |||.
Modified inequalities
In this section assume that M is a general n-variable operator mean and σ is any operator mean with σ = l. We present two more inequalities of Ando-Hiai type for the deformed mean M σ without the assumption of p.m.i. for σ.
Theorem 4.1. For every A 1 , . . . , A n ∈ P and any r ≥ 1,
where σ 1/r is the operator mean with the representing function f σ (x 1/r ).
Proof. Let A 1 , . . . , A n ∈ P and r ≥ 1. The first inequality in (4.1) follows from the second inequality. Indeed, replace M, σ and A j in the second with M * , σ * and A
So we may prove the second inequality only. Let X := M σ (A 1 , . . . , A n ); then we have (3.7). By Theorem 2.1 (3) it suffices to prove that
Hansen's inequality [9] gives
, which implies that
Therefore, it follows from the monotonicity of f σ and M that
thanks to (3.7) . Hence the second inequality of (4.1) follows.
Remark that Theorem 4.1 is similar to [30, Theorem 6] while M in Theorem 4.1 is a general n-variable operator mean and our inequality is in the stronger form of (3.1) and (3.2). For every A 1 , . . . , A n ∈ P and any r ∈ (0, 1],
Theorem 4.2.
where σ r is the operator mean with the representing function f σ (x r ).
Proof. Similarly to (4.1) the first inequality in (4.2) follows from the second, so we may prove the latter only. Assume that 0 < r ≤ 1. Let X := M σr (A 1 , . . . , A n ) and λ := λ min (X). We have
By Theorem 2.1 (3) it suffices to prove that
Since λ 1/2 X −1/2 ≤ I, it follows from Hansen's inequality [9] that
and hence
thanks to (4.3).
Inequalities (4.1) and (4.2) are modifications of (3.1)-(3.4) in the previous section, where M σ in the either left or right side is replaced with M σ 1/r in (4.1) or M σr in (4.2). On the other hand, there are no restrictions on M and σ in (4.1) and (4.2), while we set additional assumptions on M and σ in Theorem 3.1. 
. . , A n ), and the same implications with ≤ in place of ≥. In fact, the first implication is obvious from Theorem 4.1, and the second is seen by replacing r with 1/r and A j with A 
4)
and for any r ∈ (0, 1], αr (A 1 , . . . , A n ))P w,αr (A 1 , . . . , A n ). where σ r for 0 < r ≤ 1 is the operator mean whose representing function is f σ (x r ).
(2) The first inequality of (4.6) and the second one of (4.7) hold for every A, B ∈ B(H)
+ . When H is finite-dimensional, all the inequalities above extend to A, B ∈ B(H) + .
Proof. (1) is just the special case of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. The first assertion of (2) follows by taking the limit of the inequalities in question for A + εI and B + εI as ε ց 0, since
. When H is finite-dimensional, we have (A+εI)τ σ (B +εI) ∞ ց Aτ σ B ∞ as well, so the latter assertion follows.
In connection with the above proof we note that
fails to hold for A, B ∈ B(H) + in the infinite-dimensional case. So it does not seem easy to extend the second inequality of (4.6) and the first one of (4.7) to A, B ∈ B(H) + in the infinite-dimensional case.
For the right trivial mean r we have τ r = τ and r r = # r for every r ∈ (0, 1]. Moreover, when σ = # r , equation (2.6) is
whose solution is x = f τ (t r ) 1/r . We write τ [r] for the operator mean whose representing function is f τ (t r ) 1/r , where 0 < r ≤ 1. Then Corollary 4.5 specialized to the case σ = r is the following: For example, when τ = # α and hence τ [r] = # α for any r ∈ (0, 1], (4.8) reduces to the original Ando-Hiai inequality in (1.1) and (4.9) is its complementary version in [25] . When τ is p.m.i. and hence τ [r] ≤ τ for any r ∈ (0, 1], (4.8) gives a generalized Ando-Hiai's inequality in [27] , and (4.9) gives its complementary version generalizing that in [25] .
Proof. Since r > 1, note that t r is convex on t > 0 and so t r ≤ αt+β for all t ∈ [mµ, M], where
Since mµI ≤ CAC ≤ MI and µI ≤ C 2 ≤ I, we have
Let K be a Hilbert space and Φ : B(K) → B(H) be a unital positive linear map. Then it is known [8, Theorem 3.18] 
Apply this to the linear map Φ : B(⊕ In the rest of the section let ω = (w 1 , . . . , w n ) be any probability measure. The inequalities in the next theorem for the n-variable power means P ω,α are the reverse counterparts of (3.9) and (3.10).
Theorem 5.2. Let A 1 , . . . , A n ∈ P be such that mI ≤ A j ≤ MI for all j for some scalars 0 < m < M. Let κ 0 := M/m and κ(X) := X ∞ /λ min (X), the condition number of X := P ω,α (A 1 , . . . , A n ). Then for any α ∈ (0, 1] and r ≥ 1,
and for any α ∈ [−1, 0) and r ≥ 1,
Proof. Recall that (P ω,α ) 
Since κ(X)
Hence letting K 1 := K(κ 0 κ(X), r) one has
Hence by (5.3) and (5.6),
By Theorem 2.1 (3) this implies that
which is (5.4).
Next, let M be a general n-variable operator mean and σ be any operator mean with σ = l. The following is the reverse counterpart of (4.1).
Theorem 5.3. Let A 1 , . . . , A n ∈ P be such that mI ≤ A j ≤ MI for all j for some scalars 0 < m < M. Let κ 0 := M/m and κ(X) := X ∞ /λ min (X), where X := M σ (A 1 , . . . , A n ). Then for any r ≥ 1,
(5.8)
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 4.1 we may prove the second inequality only. Let λ := λ min (X) and K 1 := K(κ 0 κ(X), r). Then we have (5.7) so that
Now the remaining proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.1, whose details may be omitted.
When M = A ω or H ω and σ = # α , (5.8) gives the following: For any α ∈ [−1, 1]\{0} and r ≥ 1,
where X := P ω,α (A 1 , . . . , A n ).
Letting α → 0 in (5.9) gives the reverse counterpart of (3.13). This is also given by letting α → 0 in (5.4) and (5.5) in view of (5.2). 
(5.10)
Remark 5.5. Inequality (5.10) improves (3.13) in some situations. For instance, when r = 2, the case
In fact, this happens when 1 < κ 0 < 4 and κ(X) > [
6 Optimality of r ≥ 1 or r ≤ 1
In previous sections we have shown different Ando-Hiai type inequalities involving the power r ≥ 1 or 0 < r ≤ 1. In this section we consider the problem of best possibility of the condition on r > 0 for some inequalities in Sections 3 and 4. To do this, we may confine ourselves to 2-variable operator means. For example, when the n-variable weighted power mean P ω,α with a non-trivial weight ω is concerned, we can consider a non-trivial 2-variable power mean (A, B) → P ω,α (A, . . . , A, B). Then the optimality problem for the n-variable case can be reduced to the 2-variable case.
As for the weaker formulation in (3.5) restricted to the 2-variable case, it was shown in [28, Corollary 3.1] that if σ is a p.m.i. operator mean with σ = l, r and r > 0, then AσB ≥ I =⇒ A r σB r ≥ I hods for every A, B ∈ P if and only if r ≥ 1. We can directly verify this when σ is the power mean treated in Corollary 3.3. Let 0 < α ≤ 1 and 0 < w < 1. The weaker formulation of (3.9) for scalars A = a and B = b implies that P w,α (a, b) ≥ 1 =⇒ P w,α (a r , b r ) ≥ 1. For any x > 0 let y := P w,α (1, x); then we have P w,α (1/y r , x r /y r ) ≥ 1 and hence P w,α (1, x r ) ≥ y r . This means that
which obviously holds only when r ≥ 1. Furthermore, the complementary version in (3.11) for scalars A = 1 and B = x gives
This holds only when r ≤ 1. From these arguments on the special case of power means as well as the result in [28] mentioned above, we see that the condition r ≥ 1 or r ≤ 1 is essential for Ando-Hiai type inequalities in Section 3.
As for inequalities in Section 4 we focus on the inequalities in Corollary 4.6. Let τ be an arbitrary operator mean with the representing function f τ . To consider inequalities (4.8) and (4.9), we define, for an arbitrary r > 0, (f τ ) [r] (x) := f τ (x r ) 1/r , x > 0, and write
Although (f τ ) [r] for r > 1 is not necessarily an operator monotone function so that τ [r] may not be an operator mean, the above expression Aτ [r] B indeed makes sense even when A ∈ P and B ∈ B(H) + .
Concerning (4.9) we show the following:
Proposition 6.1.
Proof. We may only prove that the inequality in (6.1) holds for all A, B ∈ P only when r < 1, since the other direction is guaranteed by (4.9) and (6.2) follows from Finally, we give the optimality result for the weaker formulation of (4.8). When τ = # α with 0 < α < 1, the result reduces to [28 
Consider 2 × 2 matrices
1 − t , 0 < t < 1. 
Concluding remarks
In the last section some remarks are in order.
1.
A main tool in the present paper is Theorem 2.1 on the deformed mean. In particular, part (3) of Theorem 2.1 has played a key role to prove Ando-Hiai type inequalities in Sections 3-5. Although we confine ourselves to showing Theorem 2.1 in the n-variable setting, a more comprehensive treatment of the deformed mean M σ has been developed in [12] in a more general setting of (bounded) probability measures on P. Then, various inequalities including Ando-Hiai's inequality can be proved in a similar way for means (or barycenters) of probability measures on P.
2. The operator means of Kubo-Ando [16] are binary operations on B(H) + by definition. However, studies of n-variable operator means so far have mostly been developed for means on P n , the n positive invertible operators. Our study here is also concentrated on means on P n , but it is easy to extend an operator mean on P Then one can easily extend some inequalities in the paper to operators in B(H) + , as done in (2) of Corollaries 4.5 and 4.6 in the 2-variable situation. The extension of M to (B(H) + ) n by (7.1) has recently been studied in [6] for the n-variable Karcher and the power means and more general n-variable operator means.
3. Ando-Hiai's inequality was originally used in [1] to establish the log-majorization for the geometric mean by using the antisymmetric tensor power technique. The latter technique can work in the case of the Karcher mean as well, as shown in [4] . By this and Ando-Hiai's inequality in (3.13) (first proved in [29] ) the log-majorization in [1] can extend to the Karcher mean, as noted in [14, Remark 3.8 ] (see also [13] ), which has been referred to in Remark 3.8. It is worth noting that the complementary inequality in (3.14) can be used in a similar way to show a different log-majorization for the Karcher mean. Indeed, for every N × N positive definite matrices A 1 , . . . , A n and any r ∈ (0, 1] we have
, that is, for 1 ≤ k ≤ N, (G ω (A 1 , . . . , A n )λ i (G ω (A 1 , . . . , A n )) with equality for k = N, where (λ i (X)) N i=1 denotes the eigenvalues of an N ×N positive definite matrix X in decreasing order counting multiplicities (see [1] for more details on log-majorization).
